
 
 

 

 

  

 Targeted, Steerable Audio & Video Surveillance 

 Clear Audio Monitoring in Noisy Environment 

 Real-Time & Off-Line Audio Analysis  

 

InSight Acoustics HyperMic™ 

 

TARGETED AUDIO & VIDEO SERUITY SOLUTION 



 

 

HyperMic™ 

 

InSight Acoustics HyperMic™ 

 

Targeted, Steerable Audio Surveillance 

InSight Acoustics HyperMic™ system provides source specific Audio-Scoping onto any point 

or Person, stationary or moving, in a coverage area during any period of time, past or present. 

The HyperMic™ system, including 4D Audio & Video recording, enables post-facto audio-

scoping onto any subject appearing in the recorded Video (On-Line & Off-Line investigation). 

 

Crashing through the sound Capture Barrier 

InSight Acoustics HyperMic™ Technology uses a synergistic 

fusion of optical and acoustic array sensors (codename: 

HyperMic™ Sentinel) to provide a set of (1 till 100) optically 

guided virtual directional microphones.  A HyperMic™ Sentinel 

Unit can optically track each of a set of multiple people, or any 

selected sound sources (e.g. Targeted People talking in crowd), 

estimate a relative direction to each person or source of 

interest and concurrently steer a separate individually virtual 

directional microphone at each source of interest.  The output 

of each virtual directional microphone is a digital audio stream 

whose audio content is predominantly comprised of sounds 

arriving form the direction of the selected source. 

 

  



 

CrossBeam™ Technology 

An extended version of the HyperMic™ Technology (AKA: CrossBeam™) utilizes two or more 

synchronized HyperMic™ Modules in order to direct multiple beam-formers from different 

direction towards the same sound source. CrossBeam™ digital audio stream outputs are time-

aligned and cross-correlated to provide for an additional speech capture performance boost. 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 
CEILING / Wall / UAV 

INSTALLATION 

 
BUILD-IN HD CAMERA & 

ACOUSTIC SENSORS 

 

Watch a Video about 

InSight Acoustics HyperMic™ 
 

 

https://olvitech.com/2019/07/18/watch-a-video-about-insight-acoustics-hypermic-solution/


 

 

HyperMic™ 

HyperMic™ Applications 

Security  

HyperMic helps implement an extra layer of video surveillance. HyperMic can be used 

autonomously, as an audio surveillance system, or as an acoustic module integrated into 

video systems. HyperMic can be easily integrated with various video management systems 

(for example, Latitude FLIR, Milestone Systems, Genetec, etc.) due to standard recording 

formats, audio signal transmission and through the API integration tool. 

AIRPORTS SAFE CITY STADIUMS 

PRISON BORDER CONTROL UAV PAYLOAD 

TRAIN STATIONS COURT HALL INDUSTRIAL 

BANKS CONFERENCE ROOMS CASINO 

https://olvitech.com/home/security-solutions/solutions/flir-solutions/


 

Customer Service and Point of Sales 

The HyperMic is carefully planned to support your Customer Service and Point of Sale with 

a High Level of Quality. 

 

The HyperMic system provides an accurate assessment tool of your Customer Service team 

by targeting and analyzing real-time or off-line 

communication with your clients. Audio 

recordings can be an essential source of 

information for: 

 

 Customer satisfaction;  

 Customer outflow; 

  Quality of service; 

 Data about competition; 

 The performance and effectiveness of sales agents; 

 Support representatives 

  

The HyperMic applied in customer service’s call centers, simultaneously records all service 

conversations held in its coverage area, allowing selectively targeted voice tracking of a 

specific Customer Service session, for further analyzing of sale procedures, complaint 

analysis, and forensic purposes.  

 

The HyperMic system, for customer service applications, comes in the shape of standard 

floating ceiling tile, and perfectly matches your room design. 

  

Extract valuable information from recorded data 

Combining the HyperMic high-quality voice capture system off with a dedicated speech 

analysis, which can decrypt and analyze voice information, will allow you to add valuable 

information to the overall organizational intelligence and decision-making procedures, as 

well as increase the efficiency of the service and profitability of the company. 

  



 

 

HyperMic™ 

The HyperMic™ Sentinel Unit  

A Computer Vision Guided Acoustic Beamforming Appliance Including: 

 Huge Phased Array (50 and can be extended)  of Microphones 

 Visual Sensors (HD camera) and Computer Vision Modules 

 Beamforming Platform to Generate & Steer Simultaneous Multiple Beamformers 

Towards Designated Subject (e.g. Person) 

 Wired and Wireless Data Network Communication Capability  

 PoE Powered, 12V Barrel Jack or USB type C (Optional: Backup Battery & Local 

Storage Up to 2 Days) 

 Video and audio streaming are performed over RTP or RTMP with H264 video and 

AAC or OGV audio. Raw data (audio and video) recording is using a proprietary 4D 

format. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each HyperMic Sentinel Unit Provides: 

 Audio/Video Capture, Scoping Surveillance & Forensic Storage 

 Real-Time Scene Acoustic Mapping 

 4D Acoustic Scene Recording for Future Audio-Scoping 

 Network Or Stand Alone Configurations 



 

HyperMic™ - Options   

Model Dimensions Directional Gain Effective Coverage Area 
@ 55 dBA 

Sentinel 60 60cm x 60cm 15db 100m2 
Sentinel X Custom Configuration* Scalable Scalable to 750m2 

 

 Please contact Olvitech Sales Team 

 

HyperMic™ - Performance Summary 
 

SINGLE 
MICROPHONE 

MICROPHONE 
ARRAY 

HYPERMIC™ 

Spatial filtering/ 
beamforming 

None Good Excellent 

Digital-steering of 
beam 

None Slow Very fast 

Acoustic target 
identification/ 
tracking 

None Manual 
Computer vision 
based – accurate 
and robust 

Concurrent multi-
target acoustic 
acquisition 

None 
Low performance 
and prone to 
error 

High performance 
and robust 

Noise reduction 
Based on noise 
model 

Spatial and 
model-based 

Spatial and model-
based 

Processing latency None Medium Low 

Forensics audio 
inspection of 
recorded scene 

Very poor Very poor 
Full 4D audio 
scoping of any point 
in a recorded scene 
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HyperMic™ 

Technical Specifications 

 SENSOR ARRAY PROCESSING UNIT 

Weight 300g (for a 60x60cm array) 70g 

Size 
60x60cm per array 
(can be customized) 

12x5cm 

Power-supply Powered by processing unit <10w, with battery backup and POE 

Connectivity --- 
WiFi, Bluetooth, Gigabit  
Rthernet 

 

Video / Audio Formats 

Streaming Recording 

Video and audio streaming is performed over 
RTP or RTMP with H264 video and AAC or OGV 
audio 

Raw data (audio and video) recording is 
using a proprietary 4D format 

  



 

System Architecture 

Surveillance systems based on the HyperMic™ platform use each of a set of spatially 

distributed HyperMic™ Sentinel Units to capture a huge number of time variant acoustic 

signals from its coverage area and to generate separate beamforming processes targeted onto 

each of any number of visually designated targets, stationary or moving. Each beamforming 

process instances a virtual directional microphone which provides source specific Audio-

Scoping onto its respective target.  The output of each virtual directional microphone is a 

direction specific audio stream whose audio content is predominantly based on acoustic 

signals arriving from the direction in which the virtual microphone is fixed. 

The HyperMic™ 4D Audio/Visual Stream storage is either Unit based or on storage servers 

that provide and facilitates  4D stream storage for later use in post-facto or forensic retrieval 

and audio-scoping. 

The HyperMic™ 4D Stream Processing Servers & Controller operate together to provide each 

of one or more operators the ability to access the beamformer processed 4D Streams that are 

either being streamed live from a Sentinel Unit or which have been retrieved from 4D 

Audio/Visual Stream storage.  

A Flexible, Robust & Complete Surveillance Solution 

 HyperMic™ Sentinel Units 

 HyperMic™ System Controller & SW Management 

 HyperMic™ 4D Audio/Visual Stream Storage (Optional) 

 HyperMic™ 4D Stream Processing Servers (Optional) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

HyperMic™ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Olvitech Corporation Limited 

1 Avlonos St., Maria House 

1075 Nicosia, Cyprus 

Tel: +357 22 02 1801 

info@olvitech.com 

www.olvitech.com 

 

Olvitech Ltd. 

Modi’in Maccabim Re’ut 

Technology Park Zone 

7175425, Israel 

Tel: +972 (3) 919 4334 

Russia : Lab & Technical Support 

Polesskiy Proyezd 16 

125367 Moscow, Russia 

Tel: +7 499 288 7864 
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